
BELGIUM JOINS THE AIRLINER NOSTALGIA SCENE

ALAIN DURAND
samples life aboard a DC-3 recently introduced into service by a dedicated group of enthusiasts

When visiting the Brussels Air Museum some twenty years ago, Xavier
Bertrand did not consider himself to be an aircraft fanatic. By the time
that his visit was over, however, he was an enthusiastic one and there
began a story that has recently culminated in the acquisition of one of
the world's best loved airliners. In the interim, a C-47 which served as a

VIP transport with the 15th squadron of the Belgian Air Force as OT-
CWG/K-16 ignited a passion within Xavier due to its fascinating
history. Disposed of with a mere 8,000 flying hours in its log book, this
aircraft had spent much of its time conveying King Baudoin on his
official trips around Europe. Xavier made a promise to himself that he

would one day have his own DC-3 flying in the same markings,
recreating the days when royalty travelled in the comfort of such

treasured aircraft. As time passed, Xavier attracted other like-minded
enthusiasts to his project, including his brother George. Based at Namur
and named Air Dakota, a society was founded with George as the head,

while Xavier presided over the operations. Having established the
group, the next task was to locate a suitable DC-3.

AIR DAI(OTA FINDS A DC-3

One ofonly 220 Douglas C-53s ever built, c/n 11137 was
rolled out on June 16 1943, andjust six days later was on duty with the

USAAF at Oran, Algeria, serialled 42-688 1 0. Constructed for passenger

operations, this aircraft featured airstairs in her entrance door and a

wooden cabin floor. Heavily involved in supporting the forthcoming
assault on Sicily, this aircraft became an important element in the
offensive to restore peace in Europe, and after the cessation ofhostilities
she retumed to the United States in September 1945. EaAy post-war
airline service saw her leased to Trans World Airlines as NC86543, but
in October 1952 she johed the Beldex Corporation prior to passing

through the hands of a succession of corporate owners. She also

adopted a series of new regisuations before becoming N889P with
Pointer Oil in July 1968. Later she could be found operating DHL

courier flights before she was flown to Africa for service with
Transports A6riens du Mali as TZ-AJW. This operation was short-

lived, however, and the French owner of the aircraft then flew her north

for storage at Bergerac in the south west ofFrance. News ofher arrival
was greeted by Air Dakota with cautious optimism for here was an

aircraft ideal for the realisation ofXavier Bertrand's dream.

Thus, early in 1996 Air Dakota fulfilled a long term
ambition by purchasing TZ-AJW. The group then had to decide how
best to tackle the many hurdles along the road of placing a veteran DC-3
back into Belgian skies. Current European regulations make it diflicult
to register classic airliners, ranging from DC-3s to Boeing 707s, and Air
Dakota decided that the US solution for its precious DC-3 was the best

option. Consequently, after undergoing a routine inspection by an FAA
inspector, the DC-3 was registered N49AG.

Having placed the aircraft on the American register, Air
Dakota then drew up plans to convert the aircraft to resemble that flown
by the Belgian Air Force on behalf of King Baudoin' Ferried from
Bergerac to Dinard, the group awaited the TAT maintenance division's
estimate for a major overhaul. When the letter arrived on the desk of
Air Dakota, it was considered to be rather excessive, and the group

instead fenied the aircraft on to Zaventem. Meanwhile, Xavier took the

opportunity to invite the Belgian Air Force to participate in the project,

and they provided the DC-3 with both ramp and hangar space at their
Melsbroek base.

F'AMOUS MILITARY TRANSPORT BASE

How housing the VIP Squadron and Air Transport uni!
the base now hosts such modern tlpes as Boerng 727s, Hercules and a
Falcon 900. Situated opposite Zaventem's pzrssenger and cargo

terminals, this military establishment was once home to substantial

numbers of DC-3s, DC-4s, DC-6s and even Pembrokes r**ren the

Belgian Air Force had important commitments in Africa. Thanks to the

arrival of Air Dakota's DC-3, the base once again boasts a true

'propliner' resident.
Work was soon underway to Place the aircraft into the

air, and the expert attention of Air Atlantique at Coventry was called

HEA,DING PHOTOGRAPH: .4ir Dakota's supremely immaculate

flagshq DC-3 N49AG resplendent infitll sixties style Belgian Air Force
uniform. ( A lain Durand/Avi mage)

LEFT: The original OT-CWG during her Belgian Air Force service.

This aircraf @n 20823) was initially delivered to the USAAF in
Pakistan in September 1944. She arrived in Belgium in January 1947

and was assigned to the Belgian Air Force as K- 16 in November I947.
She remained in service until her withdrtusal on September 22 1972,

and was then transferred to the Musee Royale de l'Armee (MAP)
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